
Non-Compete Agreements:Non-Compete Agreements:
Are They Enforceable?

Are you thinking about entering a non-compete

agreement with a company or an employee, or possibly

already have one? If so, you should have several

concerns that our attorneys at The Campbell Law

Group, P.A. is well versed in assisting you to prepare a
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non-compete agreement, as well as in determining

whether your non-compete agreement is valid or

enforceable. What is a non-compete agreement?

Fundamentally it is a contract that restricts or prohibits

competition using “restrictive covenants” during or after

a business relationship.
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The 4 Top Reasons WhyThe 4 Top Reasons Why
Your Business Needs anYour Business Needs an
Employee HandbookEmployee Handbook

For any company—of any size—having an

employee handbook is as important as any

other foundational document. Your

handbook should serve as a go-to for both

your employees and management alike.
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Family: Getting Divorced?Family: Getting Divorced?
Here’s How Your DivorceHere’s How Your Divorce
May Impact Your BusinessMay Impact Your Business

There are not many experiences in life

more difficult than ending a marriage and

breaking from the vows you made. It’s not

easy to walk away from the dream of the

life you and your spouse planned.
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Helpful Tips:Tips:

FLSA Audit ChecklistFLSA Audit Checklist
Written by Gina Loredo, Esq.Written by Gina Loredo, Esq.

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) establishes federal minimum wage,
overtime pay, child labor, and record-keeping standards. The rules and
regulations set out by the FLSA are enforced by the Wage and Hour Division of
the Department of Labor. They have the authority to investigate an employer’s
policies and procedures and conduct employee interviews in order to
determine the employer’s compliance with federal employment and labor
regulations.

Violations of the FLSA can have civil and criminal consequences for an
employer. Employment discrimination or violations of child labor provisions can
be prosecuted criminally and include fines up to $10,000. Employers who
willfully or repeatedly violate minimum wage or overtime pay requirements are
subject to civil fines up to $1,000 for each violation. 
 
In order for an employer to ensure proper compliance and stay out of trouble,
regular compliance FLSA audits should be conducted internally. Below is a
checklist of records that should be carefully reviewed during such audits:
 
For each Non-Exempt Employee, in addition to personal and biographical
information that must be regularly recorded in the employment context, the
following payroll records must be regularly tracked:

Time cards;
Piece work tickets;
Time and day of the week that employee’s workweek begins;
Regular hourly pay rate;
Hours worked each day and total hours worked each week;
Daily and weekly regular wages;
Weekly overtime wages;
Total wages paid each pay period;
Dates of payments and the pay periods covered by the payment;
Deductions from wages; and
Any additions to wages.

https://thecampbelllawgroup.com/getting-divorced-heres-how-your-divorce-may-impact-your-business/


For each exempt employee, in addition to the personal and biographical
information as described above, the following information must be regularly
tracked:

Confirmation that exempt classification is proper
Verify that employee’s job duties fall into the positions set forth by
the FLSA as qualifying for exempt status

Ensure that the job descriptions are up to date.
A salaried employee is paid at least $684.00 per week.

Keep track of total wages paid each pay period; and
The date of payment and the pay period covered by the
payment

Make sure that paycheck deductions are appropriate and permissible
under the FLSA.

The preservation of records reflecting the above information is crucial for
employers to protect themselves in the event that a dispute arises. An
employee's payroll records should be kept and ready for inspection for at least
three years.

In situations where an employer has independent contractors or consultants
providing services to them on a regular basis, it is necessary that legal review
be conducted to ensure that they are being properly classified as non-
employees. It is also important for employers to be aware of their state’s wage
and hour laws, as some can preempt the FLSA and must be complied with.

We understand the complexities that arise from FLSA disputes. Our firm is here
to help with your employment law matters as well as any corporate or
commercial law issues. We offer both in-person and virtual consults, please
feel free to call our office at 305-460-0145 to schedule a consultation or click
here.
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particularly important in complex and
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Partner, Regina Campbell, Esq.
conducted a webinar about the
importance of financial documents in
family law cases. This webinar explains
why financial documents can be so
important in family law cases, as well as
some pointers as to how to spot financial
funny business.
If you were not able to tune into the
webinar this week, do not worry! You can
view the full webinar and PowerPoint
slides here.

heavily litigated cases. Our special
master services can be used by parties
for various reasons such as to aid the
parties in facilitating the litigation process
or streamlining discovery issues without
the need for endless litigation and
significant and unnecessary cost to the
parties. A special master can also be
used to aid the parties and/or the court
with the discovery process by ensuring
accountability by the parties with the
Court’s orders and/or Rules of Civil
Procedure. If you are interested in
learning more about these services,
please do not hesitate to call us at
305.460.0145 to discuss further.
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